
All Larsen ortho acoustic speakers are designed to standAll Larsen ortho acoustic speakers are designed to stand
flush against the wall, using the wall to create a big 3D-flush against the wall, using the wall to create a big 3D-
sound stage and as much bass as you need from the floorsound stage and as much bass as you need from the floor
standing cabinets with small footprints. This placement,standing cabinets with small footprints. This placement,
combined with the unique positioning and angle of thecombined with the unique positioning and angle of the

drivers, flanked by absorption material, virtually eliminatesdrivers, flanked by absorption material, virtually eliminates
the wall behind the speakers, thus eliminating early soundthe wall behind the speakers, thus eliminating early sound
reflections from interfering with the initial direct sound fromreflections from interfering with the initial direct sound from

the speakers.the speakers.

Most speakers on the market are made to avoid soundMost speakers on the market are made to avoid sound
reflections from walls and ceiling and all kind of roomreflections from walls and ceiling and all kind of room
interaction in general. Larsen ortho acoustic speakers areinteraction in general. Larsen ortho acoustic speakers are
different. Instead of standing in the middle of the room, likedifferent. Instead of standing in the middle of the room, like
other high-end speakers, they are developed to stand flushother high-end speakers, they are developed to stand flush
against the wall. In this position they balance both directagainst the wall. In this position they balance both direct

sound and reflected sound and play with the boundaries in asound and reflected sound and play with the boundaries in a
normal furnished living room.normal furnished living room.

With Larsen ortho acoustic speakers, you can enjoy theWith Larsen ortho acoustic speakers, you can enjoy the
pleasure of listening without refurnish your living room. Atpleasure of listening without refurnish your living room. At
the same time you make the best use of the space and bestthe same time you make the best use of the space and best
of all: the loudspeakers will occupy a discreet part of yourof all: the loudspeakers will occupy a discreet part of your

room.room.

An unique design

A road not takenen

The Larsen 8s are speakers that
produce an unusually natural sound,

a sound that bears a surprising
resemblance to concert music…

Robert E. Greene /
the absolute sound

Glorious reflections

... the Larsen reproduces the deepest
notes with luscious power and

substance that’s rich in the detail (…).
Mighty impressive.
Chris Ward /

HiFi choice review

A wonderful speaker

... Being immensed in a room ful of
music and focusing on that. That’s
what the Larsen 6 brings to your

system ...
Steve Lefkowicz /
positive feeedback

The most important principles
of Ortho Acoustic

Sustainable sounddesign
www.larsenhifi.com

We beleave
We believe in ortho acoustic
speakers that plays with the
room. Larsen speakers are

designed and constructed to use
the surface sound reflections to
its advantage and thereby enrich
the listening experience. We

know that sound from boundary
surfaces is a part of the

recording and listening process
and that it adds timbre and
fullness to the instruments
and voices of the musicians.

We want
We want you to enjoy the
pleasure of listen to a good
recording as if it had been in
reality. At the same time we
want you to make best use of
the space and the loudspeakers
a discreet part of your room.
Larsen speakers are optimized
with top sound quality designed
to use the room and make the
speaker almost completely
integrated with the front wall



Larsen 6
In tune with money

All the good qualities in Larsen 4
brought to a higher level and still with a
small footprint and placement flush

against the wall. The 3D-sound stage is
sharper and more distinct than Larsen4.
In this two-way system you have the
same bass element and tweeter as in
Larsen 8. The bass is tuned to 26 Hz
so we dare promise value for money.

Larsen 4
Welcome to the family

Larsen 4 is the first step into the classic
Larsen sound. It is still, after more than
ten years on the market, the first
relation with floor standing ortho

acoustic speakers for many people. You
get a warm tonality, a big sound

spectrum from 28 Hz bass to what your
ears can take from this 2 way system

with a very small footprint.

Larsen 8
Like on concert

Larsen 8 improve the sustainable sound
design. With seven Editors Choice

Awards in a row, it is our most rewarded
speaker. "A masterpiece of design"

according to Hifi Choice. In this 2,5 way
system you will find double drivers

playing with very low distortion and deep
bass down to 23 Hz. Our best regular

speaker with great capacity.

Larsen 9
Top of the line

Larsen 9 is the first model in our
premium series and a very potent 2.5
way loudspeaker system in a smooth
and soft bentwood suit. The two bass
drivers working together below 300 Hz
gives a rich, deep and precise bass with
very low distortion all the way down to

22 Hz. Just listen and love it!
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Ortho Acoustic speakers

Larsen HiFi AB was established in 1995 and is specialized in ortho acoustic loudspeakers. The company, that is
based in Sweden, are distributing its products world wide through a network of distrubutors and dealers.


